
Dear Parents/Carers, 
  
Thank you once again for your messages of support. We hope you all continue 
to be well and thank you for supporting the students with their home learning. 
Please find this week’s overview below.  
  
The same message, to reiterate, is that at Key Stage 3, we do not expect 
students to complete every task; there are activities to keep them occupied as 
and when required, and where it suits you as a family. It is designed to support 
their learning on our return. Your child’s wellbeing continues to be the most 
important factor to consider, and we still recommend no more than 2-3 hours 
each day. 
  
At Key Stage 4 students should continue to work their way through all activities 
set; the pace at which they complete them is completely up to them. Students 
should be attempting three hours minimum each day; again, we reiterate the 
importance of your child’s wellbeing.  
  
We continue to focus on support for our students and their families. Thank you 
for your ongoing support for each other. As always, if you have any concerns, or 
need any further support, please do get in touch with either of us. 
 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
 
Andy Fyfe    Jo Parlby 
Headteacher   Assistant Headteacher (Teaching and Learning) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Welcome back to Eskdale Virtual Learning!   

The overview of work for week beginning 29th June 2020 is below.  Students should continue to 

access the work in more detail in whichever way their teachers decide to share it with them. 

Continue to look out for some short videos from staff appearing on our You tube channel.  

This week we also have a message from the Heads of Year, Mr Bloor and Miss Walters: 

'As there has been lots of discussion about the Black Lives Matter movement at the moment and 

discussions of race, our history, culture, the Windrush generation etc, we thought it'd be good to start 

discussions around these issues. 

We'd like you to have a look at the PowerPoint and watch the video which is embedded in the 

PowerPoint which will be on your year group Google Classrooms. We'd then like you to have a go at 

the quiz / google form. There is no deadline for the google form but we'll be sharing more of these 

PowerPoints in the next few weeks and we'd like to know what you think (as well as some sneaky 

general knowledge questions in there too!).'  

 

 There is also the following message from the Maths Department for Key Stage 3 this week: 

“Quizzes are posted to students in Year7, Year 8 and Year 9 google classrooms each week, on either 

Wednesday or Thursday. This week students can access their appropriate quiz by following the link in 

their google maths classroom. The days for completing these maths quizzes are Thursday, Friday, 

Saturday & Sunday. All quizzes close at 5pm on Sunday. 

 

Students must remember to include which ‘house’ they are in as points are awarded. 

Good luck!” 

 

PSHE   

For all year groups. Students should continue to research a current events story and summarise. It can 

be a global story (Coronavirus), a national story (free school meals over the summer holidays), or a 

local story (Black lives matter protest held in York - watch out for the free range cows at the end of 

the news report on the BBC) In what way does that story affect you?  

 

 



Year 7 

English 

For the next two weeks Year 7 will be learning how to plan a news report. We are recapping the 

differences between direct and reported speech. We will demonstrate our learning by ensuring our 

paragraphs are logically sequenced, that our sentences and paragraphs are joined with the 

appropriate conjunctions, and that we choose the correct punctuation throughout. We will 

understand the key features of a news story. 

Our Higher Achiever Challenge this week is to be able to assess the best order to reveal the 

information in the news report, choosing what information would go in the headline, the subheading, 

the opening paragraph and the main body of the text.   

 

Maths 

Continuing to explore a variety of: 

Percentages 

Probability 

Symmetry 

Equations 

Interpreting Data 

3D Shapes 

Ratio 

 
Science 
 
Science project session 3 - 30 days of Science. Researching and modelling electrolysis, garden insect 
watch and inflating balloons using a chemical reaction.  
 

History  

 
Mrs Hodgson and Mr Dixon say, “Well done to those of you who have completed the Seneca Learning 

modules and/or the Black Death Workbook. You have earned a week off as Mrs Hodgson and Mr 

Dixon are not setting you any more work just yet.” 

To those students who still need to log on and complete Seneca work (and there are a lot), or who are 

halfway through finishing the Black Death Workbook, keep going. If they're struggling to access or 

save anything to Google Classroom, email Mrs Hodgson. If they have got a problem with the Seneca 

learning, email Mr Dixon.  
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Geography 

In week five, we completed our learning on river erosion by investigating how waterfalls and gorges 

form. This week we will begin our study of how glaciers shape our land. Our lesson will focus on what 

happened during ice ages and how glaciers further erode valleys.  

 

PTE 

After the catch-up week last week, Miss Johnson would like to set students a project to create a 

PowerPoint of the 5ks in Sikhism. They should watch the videos and use the PowerPoint on Google 

Classroom to help them. This should take them three weeks to complete.  

 

French 

All lessons are available via the Oak National Academy. Last week it focused on understanding a 

conversation in a restaurant. This week, the focus is on taking part in a conversation in a restaurant. 

The link is here: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/taking-part-in-a-conversation-in-a-restaurant 

 

 

 

German 

All remote learning tasks for German are on Google Classroom. 

The main focus this week will be to continue with our project using German to talk about experiences 

during the Coronavirus crisis. The focus will be on talking about what students are looking forward to 

doing once the crisis is over. 

It is also absolutely fine to have a go at any previous assignments students haven’t done yet (as well 

as or instead of these new tasks) - even if the deadline has passed. 

 

Music 

Year 7 are visiting Jamaica. Whilst there they are going to catch up with the late Bob Marley, find out 

the characteristics of reggae music, learn what a 'skank' is (yes, that is spelt correctly!), sing 'Three 

Little Birds' and test their knowledge with a quiz. 

 

 

 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/taking-part-in-a-conversation-in-a-restaurant


PE 

Over the past four weeks students have covered a range of skills, generally around cricket and 

rounders. Students should please continue to practice the skills covered in previous weeks. However, 

this week the PE Department would like all year groups to complete 5k. The 5 kilometers could be a 

walk, jog, run, sprints intervals (HIIT) or cycle. Alternatively, students could complete 1k a day for five 

days. On Google Classroom students will find examples of a 5k walk, jog and run time completed by 

Mr McGovern.  

Mr McGovern asks that students please do send in their times via email, if they wish to. Also, there 

will be two more home challenge videos to attempt, which can be found on Eskdale YouTube Channel 

or Google Classroom.  

 

Drama 

This week Year 7s will be looking at a new choreographic device and a new TikTok Dance. 

 

 

 

Art 

This week we will be mind mapping animal textures, including experimenting 2D and 3D textures. 

 

Computing 

Students will be sorting and filtering data this week.  

 

Technology 

This week students will be completing comprehension questions then looking at: 

Bitesize link to lesson on; Product life cycles with tasks to do. 

 

Year 8 

English 

Students are to recap the rules of punctuating direct speech. They are to create a poster for the rules. 

The students are then to complete a task when they correctly add punctuation of speech to a 

passage. This can be self-marked. Finally, the students are to create the dialogue for a clip and 

punctuate the speech correctly. 
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Maths    

Continuing to explore a variety of: 

Expressions 

Fractions & Decimals 

Polygons 

Congruence, Shape & Ratio 

Proportion 

Equations 

Comparing Data 

 

Science 
 
Science project session 4 - research into the solar system and practical work. 
 
 

History 

Mrs Hodgson and Mr Dixon say, “Well done to those of you who have completed the Seneca Learning 

modules and/or the Aztecs Workbook. You have earned a week off as Mrs Hodgson and Mr Dixon are 

not setting you any more work just yet.” 

To those students who still need to log on and complete Seneca work (and there are a lot), or who are 

halfway through finishing the Aztecs Workbook, keep going. If they’re struggling to access or save 

anything to Google Classroom, email Mrs Hodgson. If they have got a problem with the Seneca 

learning, email Mr Dixon.  

 

 

Geography 

In week 5 we continued our coastal deposition investigation by finding out about how sand dunes 

form. This week we will look at how and why we protect some areas of the coast; investigating hard 

and soft engineering strategies. 

 

PTE 

After a catch-up week off last week, Miss Johnson would like students to write a newspaper report 

about Ramadan during lockdown. She's attached some videos for students to watch and some 

articles/information. They should make sure they include why taking part in Ramadan is important to 

 

 



Muslims. It's been especially hard this year in some ways, but possibly easier in others. Miss Johnson 

hopes students find out interesting learning about it. 

 

French 

All lessons are available via the Oak National Academy. Last week it focused on understanding a 

conversation in a restaurant. This week, the focus is on taking part in a conversation in a restaurant. 

The link is here: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/taking-part-in-a-conversation-in-a-restaurant 

 

 

 

German 

 All remote learning tasks for German are on Google Classroom. 

The main focus this week will be to continue with our project using German to talk about experiences 

during the Coronavirus crisis. The focus will be on talking about what students have missed during this 

crisis and what has been different in their daily lives. 

It is also absolutely fine to have a go at any previous assignments students haven’t done yet (as well 

as or instead of these new tasks) - even if the deadline has passed. 

 

 

Music 

Year 8 are visiting Jamaica. Whilst there they are going to catch up with the late Bob Marley, find out 

the characteristics of reggae music, learn what a 'skank' is (yes, that is spelt correctly!), sing 'Three 

Little Birds' and test their knowledge with a quiz. 

 

 

PE 

Over the past four weeks students have covered a range of skills, generally around cricket and 

rounders. Mr McGovern asks that students please continue to practice the skills covered in previous 

weeks. However, this week the PE Department would like all year groups to complete 5k. The five 

kilometers could be a walk, jog, run, sprints intervals (HIIT) or cycle. Alternatively, students could 

complete 1k a day for five days. On Google Classroom students will find examples of a 5k walk, jog 

and run time completed by Mr McGovern.  

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/taking-part-in-a-conversation-in-a-restaurant


Mr McGovern asks that students please do send in their times via email, if they wish to. Also, there 

will be two more home challenge videos to attempt, which can be found on Eskdale YouTube Channel 

or Google Classroom. 

Drama 

This week Year 8s will be introduced to Midsummer Night's Dream and over the next couple of weeks 

will be given work linked to this. 

 

 

 

 

Art 

This week we will be finishing work on; Landscapes and Surreal Collages.  There will be individual extra 

tasks if students are up to date. 

 

Computing 

Students will be working on Merge Sort Algorithm 

 this week.  

 

Technology 

This week students will be completing comprehension questions then looking at: 

 BBC Bitesize link to lesson on; Product life cycles with tasks to do. 

 

 

Year 9 

English 

Students are to explore the protagonist in a story and then create their own protagonist profile for a 

character in a dystopian narrative. Students are then to revise the rules of punctuating speech and 

create a poster to remind themselves of the rules. Finally, they are to get creative and write a 

dialogue between their protagonist and the monster they created last week. 
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Maths    

Continuing to explore a variety of: 

Triangles/Similar Triangles 

Compound Units 

Right-Angled Triangles 

Transformations 

Probability 

 

Science 
Continue with particles topic uploaded last week – Physics.  

 
Mrs Aldous - Metals and alloys. 

 

 

 

 

History 

 
 
Mr Dixon has allocated the Cold War Unit to students via Seneca Learning. Students should remember 

that they should be aiming to complete three topics a week within the Unit. This week, the following 

topics are: 

1. The Cold War 
2. The Origins of the Cold War 
3. Early Relations 

If students have opted for GCSE History, The Cold War is one of the periods we study, so completing 

the Seneca modules will provide them with excellent subject knowledge which they can use next 

year.  

 

 

Geography 

In week 5 we learned about strategies to increase global food supply. This week we will extend our 

knowledge to investigate sustainable food production. 

 



 

PTE 

Miss Johnson would like to give students a catch-up week as some have been working really hard and 

some could do with catching up. For those who have completed all of the work, they should have a 

look at the RS in the media task she set at the beginning of lockdown. Miss Johnson says, “Please 

don't just review Stormzy... “she would like to see students review something she might not have 

thought of or a little further down the list. 

 

French 

All lessons are available via the Oak National Academy. Last week it focused on understanding a 

conversation in a restaurant. This week, the focus is on taking part in a conversation in a restaurant. 

The link is here: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/taking-part-in-a-conversation-in-a-restaurant 

 

The year 9 students who have opted for French next year have been asked to look at Bitesize AQA 

GCSE French activities too.  

 

German 

All remote learning tasks for German are on Google Classroom. 

The main focus this week will be to continue with our project using German to talk about experiences 

during the Coronavirus crisis. The focus will be on talking about what students have missed during this 

crisis and what has been different in their daily lives. 

 

It is also absolutely fine to have a go at any previous assignments students haven’t done yet (as well 

as or instead of these new tasks) - even if the deadline has passed. 

 

 

Music 

Year 9 are having a music quiz based on a song from the hit musical 'Hamilton'. 
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PE 

.  

Over the past four weeks students have covered a range of skills, generally around cricket and 

rounders. Please continue to practice the skills covered in previous week. However, this week the PE 

Department would like all year groups to complete 5k. The 5 kilometers could be a walk, jog, run, 

sprints intervals (HIIT) or cycle. Alternatively, students could complete 1k a day for 5 days. On Google 

Classroom students will find examples of a 5k walk, jog and run time completed by Mr McGovern.  

Mr McGovern asks that students please do send in their times via email, if they wish to. Also, there 

will be two more home challenge videos to attempt, which can be found on Eskdale YouTube Channel 

or Google Classroom. 

 

 

 

 

Drama 

This week the students need to watch a performance of ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’, the 

performance is only available to watch until Thursday 2nd July.  The work over the next few weeks is 

going to be based on this production so it is vital you watch the performance. 

 

Art 

This week is about; Developing Drawings; We will be adding pen. 

 

Computing 

This week we will be looking at Computer Legislation - Part 1. 

 

Technology  

This week students will be completing comprehension questions.  

BBC Bitesize link to lesson on; Evaluating design ideas with tasks to do.  

 

Hospitality and Catering  

The final section of the Street Food mock coursework which is Evaluation of Final Dish. Students will 

learn how to effectively plan, prepare and evaluate their practical work. All sections need to be 

 



completed and submitted. Allergy Assessment (online course) is overdue and needs to be completed. 

These skills are crucial for the course starting in September.  

 

Textiles Key Stage 3 

Origami hat project part 2. This week students will research the work of milliner Philip Treacy and 

create a collage of his work. Using this inspiration, they should draw three hat designs based on this 

research then create a paper or card hat.  

 

Food Technology Key Stage 3 

Dietary requirements and flapjack. Students will look into the different dietary requirements (lifestyle 

choices and essential). They will take this information into consideration when designing their flapjack 

for an athlete, stating who it is suitable for. They should evaluate after baking to further their literary 

skills in cooking. 

 

Year 10 

English 

This week we are going to look at the reading section of an exam paper for English Language Paper 1.  

Students will need to work through the activities on the PowerPoint. Some questions will be self-

assessed using the mark scheme provided and the others need to be uploaded to Google Classroom 

to be marked. The following week we will look at the writing section of the paper. On Seneca there is 

literature work set each week and students need to be accessing these activities regularly to help with 

their revision of the set texts.  

 

Maths 

Y10’s in school sessions next week: 

 

Monday - Miss Walters - surds 

Tuesday - Mrs Head - Proportion 

Wednesday - Mr Hoyle - standard form 

 

Y10’s learning sessions at home: 

 

Miss Walters group - calculating with percentages 

Mrs Head’s group - Probability 

Mr Hoyle’s group - congruence & similarity 

Mrs Hurworth’s group - shapes & congruence 
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Science 
 
Biology - 3 week revision booklet B1-4 (Paper 1) week1. 

 
 
Chemistry (Mrs Aldous) Lesson 2 Greenhouse effect, Seneca activity and extension work available. 

 

Physics (Mr Brewin) End of year summary questions for all classes. 

 

Physics (Miss Floate) Unit 3 - specific latent heat and gas pressure. 

 

Synergy (Mrs Aldous and Mr Marriott) Lesson 3 greenhouse effect and lesson 4 the impact of climate 

change. 

 

Synergy – Miss Floate - Revision sheets for the topic ready for end of topic test. 

 

 

 

History 

So far, only five students have completed the Seneca Learning Modules for The Cold War. Mrs 

Hodgson says, “Please, please, please remember that completing the activities on Seneca provides 

you with the wider knowledge you need to use for the Cold War Past Paper. You can't just rely on the 

study guide.” If students are having any problems at all with accessing Seneca, please let Mr Dixon 

know.  

All the Lesson PowerPoints and "classwork" was uploaded onto Google Classroom at the start of 
lockdown. Completing these activities, alongside the Seneca stuff will really help deepen their 
understanding of the Cold War. If the task seems too complicated, either ask Mrs Hodgson or Mr 
Dixon for a hand, or start putting together some revision materials based on the content of the lesson 
and the information found in the textbook.  

 

 

Geography 

In our knowledge lesson we will continue to work our way through the Natural Hazards unit. In week 

5 we consolidated our tropical storm knowledge by looking at our specific example of Typhoon 

Haiyan. This week we will complete our weather section of this unit by revising UK extreme weather 

and our specific example of an extreme weather event in the UK. 

 



In our Y10 skills session we will be taking you through the second of two sessions on map skills in 

exam questions. Understanding and being able to answer these short marks questions can be the 

difference of a grade or more so watch the video then give the exam questions a try! 

 

 

 

PTE 

Miss Johnson says, “It was so lovely to see some of you last week in school. Just keep going.” Miss 

Johnson knows some students are finding it tough, but they must let her know if they're struggling so 

she can break it down for you. 

 

 

French 

This week we continue with the perfect tense with avoir. 

We will continue developing written skills. 

Students should be working through the Seneca Learning page set up by Mr Gallagher. Unit 1; Identity 

and Culture. The topic is Me, my family and friends.  

 

German 

All remote learning tasks for German are on Google Classroom. 

 

This week we will look at the language needed to talk about how you use technology (phones / PCs / 

consoles etc.) in their daily life. 

 

We will also continue to look at using the future and conditional tenses to talk about what they are 

looking forward to doing once this crisis is over. 

 

It is also absolutely fine to have a go at any previous assignments students haven’t done yet (as well 

as or instead of these new tasks) - even if the deadline has passed. 

 

There will hopefully be another Zoom catch-up session for year 10 on Friday 3rd July at 11 a.m. 

 

 

 



 

Music 

Year 10 are focussing on performance this week. They are going to grade Mrs Edmondes-Preedy’s 

performances according to the GCSE performance criteria. They will have to work out the difficulty 

level of the pieces she plays, assess her technical accuracy against the score and decide how much 

expression and character she has played with.  Mrs Edmondes-Preedy is expecting the students to be 

brutally honest!!! 

 

 

Drama 

This week we will be looking at props and set and students will be creating a set design for Hard to 

Swallow, our set text.  

 

 

Art 

This week is all about “Outcomes” and Project Check lists. 

 

Photography 

This week students will carry a subject with them and put it in the frame, no matter where they are 

shooting. 

They should think about the famous traveling gnome. They should bring a favourite “thing” on their 

outing and figure out how to include it in their images. They should notice how it dictates framing and 

composition. They need to be creative with the placement of their portable subject. 

 

PE 

Commercialisation review will start the week which will be followed by the final part of the Socio-

cultural topic : Ethical Issues. 

The completion of notes and tasks for this final unit will be Friday 10th July. 

Questions and videos will be posted. 

 

Computing  

This week we will be looking at Systems Software. 

 



 

Child Development 

 

This week Child development students are looking at clothing for a nursery (1-5year olds) and 

evaluating their final chose. They will then put together their synopses for LO2.  

 

Textiles 

Last week we looked at darts, this can be expanded to origami and how Issey Mikaye creates 

structure in her garments. Create a page about the artist and have a go experimenting with creating 

structure in this way. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4Ch0m8QhCc 

 

 

Technology 

 

This week students should continue with sketchbooks and making as before, using the information 

that has been given out through Google Classroom. 

Mr Matthewson asks that you please share your progress with him.  
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